
Protons and neutrons 
1.6 Femtometers  

Our journey through the powers of 10 ranges from the ludicrously small 
to the incomprehensibly large. We will do our best not to break your 
brain. We begin subatomically, with protons and neutrons. One or more 
positively charged protons (diameter 1.6−1.7 fm) reside in each atomic 
nucleus—this equaling the atomic number.

Slightly heavier than protons, neutrons have no charge. Hydrogen aside 
(having one proton), atomic nuclei consist of two or more protons and  
various numbers of neutrons. While we begin at 10-15, there are realms  
still smaller—from quarks (which we know exist but can’t directly observe), 
all the way down to Planck length at about 10-35 meters. But don’t quote  
us, because at so many orders of magnitude smaller than any measurement 
currently possible, research on Planck length is mostly theoretical. 
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Artist’s rendition of a proton.



atoMic nucleus oF a uraniuM atoM 
15 Femtometers  

As we take the first tentative steps on our journey of scale, we arrive  
at some of the very building blocks (even though they look round) of  
existence. The atomic nucleus is the dense region consisting of positively 
charged protons and electrically neutral neutrons at the center of the 
basic unit of matter, the atom. 

Almost all of an atom’s mass is located in its nucleus, the rest provided 
by its orbiting cloud of negatively charged electrons. The diameter of 
the nucleus ranges from 1.75 fm for hydrogen—the diameter of a single 
proton—to about 15 fm for the heaviest atoms, such as uranium. 
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Artist’s rendition of the atomic nucleus of a uranium atom.



nada, Zilch, Zero, ZiP 
100 Femtometers  

Nothing to see here folks. We’ve entered the big nowhere in the realm 
between an atom’s nucleus and its orbiting electrons. While there has  
been research done for decades at this level (think Manhattan Project), 
it’s currently the scale at which we measure the probability of interaction 
between small particles. And probability, as you might imagine, is not 
an easy thing to illustrate. 
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gaMMa rays 
Less than 10 Picometers 

Long beloved by writers of science fiction and comic books, gamma rays  
have been responsible for everything from mutant lobsters to super powers.  
But gamma rays are actually quite prevalent in our lives. As electromagnetic  
radiation of high frequency and short wavelength, they can be produced 
in a variety of ways, including supernova explosions, the destruction of 
atoms, or the decay of radioactive material in space. 

Gamma rays have wavelengths less than 10 picometers, or less than the  
diameter of an atom. Gamma radiation has several everyday uses, including  
sterilizing medical equipment, keeping food fresh, and gamma knife 
surgery, an effective treatment for brain tumors and functional disorders. 
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Artist’s rendition of gamma ray. 



Fluorine ion 
38 Picometers 

Fluorine (atomic number 9) is the lightest element in the halogen column 
of the periodic table. At standard pressure and temperature, it is a pale 
yellow gas. Rare in space, fluorine is much more common here on Earth, 
representing the 13th most abundant element in Earth’s crust. 

In its various forms (one of which the familiar fluoride) it is used to 
enrich uranium, refine aluminum, produce steel, develop Freon and 
chlorofluorocarbons (ozone-depleting CFCs), and make Teflon—none  
of which you should brush your teeth with. 
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Artist’s rendition of a fluoride ion comprising an atomic nucleus with  
orbiting electrons.



Wavelength oF hard X-rays 
100 Picometers 

Now to the X-ray, that great detector of secrets. X-radiation is a form 
of electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength between 0.01 nm (10 
picometers) and 10 nm. Upon their discovery, X-rays were given their 
mysterious name to signify an unknown type of radiation.

X-rays with a wavelength from 10 to 0.10 nm are classified as “soft” and 
those from about 0.10 to 0.01 nm as “hard,” due to their penetrating 
abilities. As an entire generation of comic book readers found out when 
attempting to see … well, you know … when looking at their friends, X-ray 
glasses employed neither soft or hard radiation, but rather … none.
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carbon nanotubes 
1 Nanometer  

We’re getting bigger now, if you could call one billionth of a meter bigger,  
and we’re in the realm of carbon nanotubes. Long, cylindrical molecules 
with walls formed by one-atom-thick sheets of carbon, carbon nanotubes 
have excellent thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties that make 
them potentially useful in electronics, optics, and nanotechnology. 

Their unique chemical bonding makes them among the strongest and  
stiffest materials yet discovered. Another promising application is in  
Kanzius cancer therapy, where nanotubes are inserted around cancerous 
cells and then excited with radio waves, causing them to heat up and 
kill the surrounding cells.
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Artist’s rendition of carbon nanotubes.



Molecular transPort nano robot  
20 Nanometers  

Think what you’ve seen so far is pretty cool? One word—robots. Need 
we say more? But not just any robots; nano robots. Some incredible 
things are happening at 10-8, like DNA origami, the nanoscale folding  
of DNA to create various shapes and 3D structures. 

One of the most exciting potential applications of this technology is the  
creation of agents at the nanoscale, such as payload transport systems  
that can interface with biological systems to address medical challenges.  
Whether targeting baddies like cancer cells or working to repair tissue 
cells, nano robots are quickly going from science fiction to science fact. 
How cool is that? 
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Image created by Campbell Strong, Dr. Shawn Douglas, and Dr. Gael McGill 
using Molecular Maya and CADnano. 



hiv virus  
120 Nanometers  

We truly wish that the HIV virus did not exist on any scale, but to  
the world’s great sadness this global pandemic resides at 10-7. Human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is a lentivirus (of the retrovirus family) 
that causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), a condition 
in humans in which progressive failure of the immune system allows 
life-threatening opportunistic infections and cancers to thrive.

Roughly spherical in shape, it has a diameter of about 120 nm—around 
60 times smaller than a red blood cell—and is large for a virus. There  
is currently no cure for HIV infection. Treatment consists of highly 
active antiretroviral therapy with promise shown in the areas of gene 
therapy and stem cell transplantation, which remains an investigational 
area of treatment.
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3D rendering of the HIV virus.



red blood cells  
7 Micrometers 

Our fantastic voyage (get it?) continues with red blood cells. The most  
common type of cell (representing 1/4 of the body’s cells) and the primary 
means of delivering oxygen to tissues via the circulatory system, red 
blood cells absorb oxygen in the lungs (or gills if you happen to breathe 
that way) and release it while squeezing through our capillaries.

In humans, 2.4 million cells are produced every second, developing in 
the bone marrow and circulating for 100–120 days before being broken 
down and recycled in the body. Each circulation of the body takes 
about 20 seconds. 
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3D rendering of streaming red blood cells.



sand  
62.5 Micrometers  

Compared to what we’ve seen thus far, sand is positively huge. Ranging 
in diameter from 62.5 micrometers to 2 millimeters, sand particles come 
in a variety of colors and textures, depending on local rock sources, from 
fine to coarse and bright white to near black. 

Formed when rock is reduced by weathering, sand particles are further 
degraded by acidic rainfall and water or chemicals from organisms. These 
particles are then easily stirred by wind and water, causing additional 
reduction by abrasion. Eventually they are transported to form dunes, 
river banks, beaches, and sometimes even castles.
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Photograph of quartz crystal sand grains fused with orange-colored mineral. 
Image courtesy of sandgrains.com. 



MicroelectroMechanical systeMs 
200 Micrometers    

The “human” scale begins with the micrometer, and nothing says human like  
machines−in this case, very, very small machines. Microelectromechanical  
systems (MEMS) are the technology of tiny mechanical devices. 

MEMS consist of components 1 to 100 micrometers in size (0.001 to 0.1 mm),  
with the larger devices ranging between 20 micrometers to a millimeter. 
They include a central unit that processes data and several components 
that interact with the outside world, such as microsensors. 

MEMS became practical once they could be fabricated using modified 
semiconductor fabrication technologies, and include applications like 
accelerometers in cars, video game controllers, and cell phones as well 
as microphones in portable devices. 
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Microelectromechanical components magnified 700X.



sonata siliciuM Watch coMPonents 
2 Millimeters    

We’ve arrived at a scale where we can really see what we’re looking at—if 
we squint. In this case, the minuscule (about a millimeter) parts of the 
world’s first mechanical 24-hour alarm watch with a countdown display, 
the Sonata Silicium from Ulysse Nardin. Comprising more than 400 of 
these parts, this mechanical marvel had to be precisely designed and 
assembled to ensure the elements would work in delicate concert.

Designers used 3D modeling to visualize the intricate assembly of gears 
and springs, enabling them to spot and eliminate even the slightest 
interferences early in the design process, thereby cutting development 
time in half.
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Image courtesy of Ulysse Nardin.



lego 
3.2 Centimeters 

Sometimes it takes grown-up engineering to bring childhood favorites 
to life. The art of crafting small, individual LEGO pieces into elaborate 
play sets or large-scale models for LEGO theme parks, retail locations, 
and special events, often requires engineering analysis that can sometimes  
resemble a very adult architectural project. 

Using 3D modeling software to explore a variety of imaginative design 
concepts, LEGO designers and engineers turn their ideas into brick-by-brick  
construction schematics so they can determine their structural feasibility 
before fabrication—and ultimately a whole lot of fun.
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Image courtesy of The LEGO Group.



Prosthetic Fairing   
6 Decimeters  

We’re well into the “human” scale (micrometers through kilometers), 
and in this case, we’re being quite literal. Bespoke Innovations of San 
Francisco crafts prosthetic limbs unique to each individual, offering 
amputees a replacement limb as physically close to the original as possible.

Using 3D software, combined with scanning and printing technology, 
Bespoke designs and prints individual, aesthetically appropriate prosthetic 
fairings. These fairings are specialized coverings designed to surround an 
existing, custom prosthetic limb. By performing a 3D scan of the individual’s 
remaining limb, or of a physically similar model if the individual has lost 
both limbs, Bespoke can precisely restore the unique contours of the 
lost limb.   
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Image courtesy of Bespoke Innovations.



bioMe concePt car 
4 Meters 

After the amazing things being done at minute scales, you’d think design 
at this scale (1 to 100 meters) would be more pedestrian, but there’s 
nothing conventional about the Biome—a fully imagined concept car 
unlike anything else. 

Inspired by symbiotic relationships in nature, the Biome is made from 
an ultra-lightweight biological material grown from seeds. Echoing 
the natural form, protective shell, and structural cavities of an animal 
skull, it uses bioluminescence for headlights, releases pure oxygen as 
it operates, and becomes a seamless part of an ecosystem we can only 
imagine—for now.
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Physical prototype of Biome concept car. Image courtesy of Mercedes-Benz. 



Ma’erKang housing reconstruction 
12 Meters   

101 is a modest scale, but this 101 is nearly limitless in its hope and humanity. 
In 2008, an 8.0 magnitude earthquake rocked Wenchuan, Sichuan province 
in China, destroying 9 million homes. Amid the devastation, a project 
to rebuild these homes called Ma’erKang was born. 

To succeed, construction had to be low-cost and quickly completed, 
meet earthquake requirements, maintain cultural identity, and take 
the environment into consideration. A light-steel component system 
dramatically reducing construction time was developed with donated 
Autodesk design software.

Local materials were used wherever possible, and due to the simple 
design, residents could participate in the rebuilding, putting up their 
first house in just six days.
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One of the first homes to be rebuilt in Sichuan province.



shanghai toWer  
632 Meters 
   
With China’s Shanghai Tower we’re not just getting bigger now, but 
taller. At 632 meters and 128 stories, it does more than simply reach the 
sky—it commands its resources. Optimized for high performance and  
sustainability, the tower, through its uniquely twisting shape, is designed 
to collect rainwater for use in air conditioning and heating systems.

Extensive use of wind tunnel and 3D simulation tests resulted in a highly 
efficient stack of nine cylindrical buildings sheathed in an insulated, 
energy-saving double-skin glass facade that reduces wind loads by as  
much as 24 percent (resulting in construction cost savings of $57 million), 
and uses wind turbines to generate power. 
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Visualization of the Shanghai Tower, which will be China’s tallest building when 
completed. Image courtesy of Gensler.



bay bridge   
3.5 Kilometers 
   
Okay, this one’s big, as in the biggest engineering project in California 
history. Crucial to the success of replacing the east span of the San 
Francisco–Oakland Bay Bridge was the ability to communicate to the 
general public how the world’s largest self-anchored suspension bridge 
would reshape the surrounding landscape.

Engineering, manufacturing, and construction data was used to create  
contextual, photorealistic visualizations of the bridge. Showing these 
on the Internet, local television, and in Bay Area theaters helped guide 
public behavior during critical periods of construction and road closures. 
Reduced traffic and increased transit ridership during these times helped 
construction crews start earlier and avoid delays. 
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Visualization of the soon to be completed eastern span of the Bay Bridge. 
Bridge image courtesy of the California Department of Transportation. Design 
and 3D rendering by the Parsons Brinckerhoff Project Visualization Group. 



Masdar city 
10 Kilometers  

The pursuit of the green building holy grail is happening at 104. Located 
near Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates, Masdar City will be a 
zero-waste, zero-carbon-emission development relying entirely on solar 
energy and other renewable energy sources when completed, with its 
headquarters being the world’s first positive-energy building, producing 
more energy than it consumes. 

Using Building Information Modeling (BIM), Masdar designers can 
integrate architectural, structural, and building systems from the start, 
designing the city to be a hub for clean tech companies and home to 
45,000–50,000 people and 1,500 businesses. 

Automobiles will be banned with travel accomplished via public mass 
transit. This, coupled with Masdar’s perimeter wall designed to keep 
out the hot desert winds, allows for narrow, shaded streets that help 
funnel cooler breezes across the city.
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Visualization of proposed Masdar City master plan. Image courtesy of Masdar City. 



PalM islands  
520 Kilometers  

If we measured scale by ambition, the Palm Islands would be considerably  
larger than 105. An artificial archipelago of three islands in Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates, the Palm Islands will contain over 100 luxury hotels, villas, 
marinas, water parks, restaurants, shopping malls, sports facilities, and 
health spas when completed.

Shaped like palm trees, the settlements are constructed of sand dredged 
from the bottom of the Persian Gulf, adding 520 kilometers of beaches 
to Dubai. Over 1 billion cubic meters of rock and sand will be used in their  
construction, with each breakwater rock given its own GPS coordinate 
and placed individually by crane.
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Palm Jumeirah, as seen from the International Space Station. Image courtesy of 
the Image Science & Analysis Laboratory, NASA Johnson Space Center.



the Moon 
3,476 Kilometers  

From green cheese to little green men, the moon has captivated our 
imaginations since humans first looked upon the night sky. With a 
diameter of nearly 3,500 kilometers (a quarter the diameter of Earth) 
and 1/81 its mass, it’s the brightest object in the sky after the sun. The 
moon’s gravitational pull produces our tides, while its own dark depths, 
believed by ancient astronomers to be water, are vast pools of lava 
called maria—Latin for “seas.” 

In 1969, as a captivated world watched, Neil Armstrong took the first 
steps on the moon, achieving what President John F. Kennedy called 
“the most hazardous and dangerous and greatest adventure on which 
man has ever embarked.”
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earth 
12,742 Kilometers  

Once thought to be flat, the center of the universe, or even sitting atop 
a giant tortoise, Earth continues to fascinate, surprise, and challenge 
us. The third planet from the sun, Earth is the fifth-largest of the eight 
planets in the solar system with a diameter of nearly 13,000 kilometers, 
as well as the densest. 

Formed approximately 4.5 billion years ago, Earth will continue to support 
life for up to another 2.3 billion years. And the facts are endless, from species 
that have lived and died to civilizations built and crumbled. But rather than 
describe Earth with facts, we simply close by calling Earth what it is—home.   
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A composite image of the Earth using multiple swaths taken by NASA’s Earth-
observing satellite Suomi NPP. Image courtesy of NASA/NOAA/GSFC/Suomi 
NPP/VIIRS/Norman Kuring.



JuPiter 
142,984 Kilometers 

If the solar system is our neighborhood, then Jupiter is the biggest (and 
gassiest) kid on the block. A gas giant with a mass 2.5 times that of all other 
planets in our solar system combined, Jupiter is the third-brightest object in 
the night sky after the moon and Venus. 

Jupiter’s most prominent feature is the Great Red Spot, a storm larger 
than Earth that has possibly been raging since 1665. Ganymede (the 
largest of Jupiter’s 64 moons) has a diameter greater than that of 
Mercury. Although Jupiter dwarfs Earth with a diameter 11 times as 
great (about 140,000 km) and 1,321 times its volume, it’s considerably 
less dense and is just 318 times as massive. 
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the sun 
1.39 Million Kilometers

Our next subject needs no introduction. The star of the sky, with a 
diameter of 1.39 million kilometers and accounting for 99.86 percent 
of our solar system’s total mass, the sun has a core temperature of 15.7 
million K and generates energy by nuclear fusion. 

It takes the sun’s light 8 minutes and 19 seconds to travel the 149.6 
million kilometers to Earth. Formed 4.5 billion years ago, the sun will  
enter a red giant phase in 5 billion years, ejecting its outer layers into  
space, either consuming the Earth or boiling away its water and destroying 
its atmosphere. Either way it’s bad news. 
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distance light travels in 34 seconds 
10 Million Kilometers

In the time it takes you to read this (about half a minute), light will have 
traveled around 10 million kilometers. Makes you sound like a really 
slow reader. The speed of light in a vacuum (c in E=mc2) is 299,792,458 
meters per second. 

While light seems to move instantaneously, its speed is noticeable 
when dealing with huge distances. It can take anywhere from minutes 
to hours for messages to get from Earth to a distant spacecraft or vice 
versa. The light we see from stars today left them years ago (in some 
cases thousands of years or more), allowing us to study the universe’s 
history by looking at distant objects. 
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distance FroM JuPiter to the sun 
779 Million Kilometers  

For 1011 we find ourselves in the vast stretch between our largest star  
and our biggest planet. The distance from the sun to Jupiter is approximately  
779 million km. We say approximately because Jupiter and the rest of 
the solar system follow an elliptical orbit around the sun. Sometimes 
it’s closer (741 million km), and other times more distant (817 million km). 

Another significant item about this very stretch of space (between Earth 
and Jupiter) involved murderous apes, rousing music, and a rather insane 
computer named HAL. And while our own machines can frustrate us on 
occasion, at least they haven’t tried to rub us out—yet.
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distance FroM Pluto to the sun 
5.9 Billion Kilometers 

Before leaving our cosmic neighborhood, we tell the sad tale of the  
once-and-former planet Pluto. Composed of rock and ice, Pluto is roughly 
a fifth the mass of the moon. Its eccentric orbit takes it between 4.4 
and 7.4 billion km from the sun, causing it to periodically come closer 
to the sun than Neptune. 

The discovery of many objects similar to Pluto in the outer solar system 
led to the questioning of its status as the valid ninth planet. In 2006, the  
International Astronomical Union defined what it means to be a “planet.”  
Sadly, Pluto didn’t make the cut.
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voyager 2   
10 Billion Kilometers 
   
Despite what you may think, Voyager 2 did not have a sibling, Voyager 6, 
which nearly destroyed Earth before being stopped by the robot-stumping 
James T. Kirk. Designed to study the outer solar system, Voyager 2 was 
launched in 1977. Its primary mission ended in 1989 after encountering 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune—the four gas giants—and it is now 
on extended mission beyond the heliosphere. 

Voyager carries an audio-visual disc (if discovered by intelligent life) 
containing photos, scientific information, spoken greetings, and a 
medley of Earth sounds and music. It is currently 10 billion kilometers 
from the sun and is expected to transmit until 2025. 
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Artists rendering of the NASA Voyager 2 spacecraft. Image courtesy of NASA/
JPL-Caltech. 



the solar systeM   
287 Billion Kilometers 
   
It’s been said that it’s sad when someone leaves home unless they’re 
just going out for cookies. We are indeed leaving our neighborhood as 
we continue our journey, but alas not for cookies. 

The solar system comprises the sun (99.86 percent of the system’s 
mass) and the objects orbiting it, formed from the collapse of a molecular 
cloud 4.5 billion years ago. The inner planets—Mercury, Venus, Earth, 
and Mars—are primarily composed of rock and metal while the outer 
planets (gas giants) are composed mainly of hydrogen and helium 
(Jupiter and Saturn) and ices (Uranus and Neptune). Formerly the ninth 
planet, Pluto is now one of the five dwarf planets in the system.
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cat’s eye nebula    
9.5 Trillion Kilometers 
   
The Cat’s Eye Nebula (NGC 6543) resides in the constellation Draco 
(Latin for “dragon”), about 3,300 light-years from Earth. Coincidentally, 
dragon eyes look just like cat eyes, although this is really just a guess 
since dragons are mythical. 

With a diameter of nearly 9.5 trillion kilometers, NGC 6543 is one of the 
most complex nebulae known, revealing remarkable structures such as 
knots, jets, bubbles, and sinewy arc-like features. In the center of the 
Cat’s Eye (the pupil if you will) there is a bright, hot star approximately 
10,000 times as luminous as the sun. Nearly 1,000 years ago this star 
lost its outer envelope, producing the nebula.
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Cat’s Eye Nebula as photographed by the Hubble Space Telescope. Image 
courtesy of NASA, ESA, HEIC, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA). 



Pillars oF creation   
4 Light-years 
   
Let’s be honest, once you hit a certain number of zeros, things begin 
to blur into the incomprehensible. There’s no word (philosophically 
speaking) for the scale we’re talking about here. 

The Pillars of Creation were “trunks” of interstellar gas 7,000 light-years  
from Earth, photographed by the Hubble Telescope in 1995. The leftmost  
pillar was 4 light-years in length, with each of the finger-like protrusions 
at the top of the clouds larger than our solar system. We say “was” 
because the pillars were destroyed 6,000 years ago by a supernova 
shock wave. The wave’s approach to the pillars can be seen from Earth 
today, but their destruction won’t be visible for another millennium. 
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The Pillars of Creation as photographed by the Hubble Space Telescope. Image 
courtesy of J. Hester, P. Scowen (ASU), HST, NASA. 



great orion nebula   
24 Light-years 
   
Orion was a hunter in Greek mythology, but as one of the brightest 
nebulae in the night sky, the Orion Nebula (M42) doesn’t require much 
hunting to find it. 

The middle “star” in the sword of the Orion constellation and located 21 
light-years from Earth, M42 is the closest massive star formation to our 
planet, an estimated 24 light-years across, and has a mass 2,000 times 
that of the sun. 

As one of the most studied celestial features, the nebula has revealed 
much about how stars and planetary systems are formed, and is considered 
a “stellar nursery” where new stars are always being born. 
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The Great Orion Nebula as photographed by the Hubble Space Telescope’s Advanced  
Camera for Surveys.  Image courtesy of NASA, ESA, M. Robberto (Space Telescope 
Science Institute/ESA) and the Hubble Space Telescope Orion Treasury Project Team.



M15 globular cluster 
175 Light-years 

M15 is a globular cluster in the constellation Pegasus, and while that 
winged horse of Greek mythology may be old, it’s got nothing on M15’s 
13.2 billion years. 175 light-years in diameter and 33,600 light-years from 
Earth, M15 has a total luminosity of 360,000 times that of the sun, 
which is rather bright itself, and approaches naked-eye visibility under 
good conditions. 

Home to over 100,000 stars, M15 is one of the most densely packed 
globular clusters in the Milky Way. Having undergone a core contraction 
known as “core collapse,” M15’s enormous number of stars may very 
well be surrounding a central black hole.
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The M15 Globular Cluster as photographed by the Hubble Space Telescope’s 
Wide Field and Planetary Camera. Image courtesy of NASA and The Hubble 
Heritage Team (STScI/AURA).



sagittarius dWarF galaXy 
Nearly 10,000 Light-years 

The Sagittarius Dwarf Elliptical Galaxy (Sag DEG), if you can call anything 
almost 10,000 light-years in diameter “dwarf,” is a loop-shaped satellite 
galaxy of the Milky Way. Currently about 70,000 light-years from Earth, 
Sag DEG travels in a polar orbit around the Milky Way at a distance of 
about 50,000 light-years from its core. 

Astronomers believe that Sag DEG has been in orbit around the Milky 
Way for billions of years, and has already orbited it approximately 10 
times. Its ability to retain its galactic coherence despite such orbital 
strains would indicate an unusually high concentration of dark matter 
within the galaxy.
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The Sagittarius Dwarf Galaxy as photographed by the Hubble Space Telescope. 
Image courtesy of NASA, ESA, and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA).



trianguluM galaXy  
50,000 Light-years  

Why would a spiral galaxy be named after a triangle, you ask? The 
Triangulum Galaxy (M33) resides in the constellation of the same name 
(for its resemblance to the Greek letter delta). Located 3 million light-years 
from Earth, it’s the third-largest (lots of threes going on here) member of the  
Local Group of galaxies, which includes the Milky Way and Andromeda. 

With a diameter of 50,000 light-years, it contains the largest stellar 
mass black hole known (15.7 times the mass of the sun), is home to 40 
billion stars, and is one of the most distant permanent objects visible  
to the naked eye. 
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The Triangulum Galaxy as photographed by the NASA Spitzer Space Telescope. 
Image courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech. 



the MilKy Way  
120,000 Light-years  

Time for something you’ve actually heard of. The Milky Way is the galaxy 
containing our solar system, with Earth two-thirds of the way out from 
its center. Nearly 120,000 light-years in diameter and containing 200–400 
billion stars, the galaxy probably contains at least as many planets, 10 billion 
of which could be in the habitable zone of their parent star. 

If our solar system were the size of a quarter, the Milky Way would be  
equivalent to India. Being 13.2 billion years old (nearly as old as the 
universe), it’s safe to assume the candy bar was named after the galaxy 
and not vice versa. 
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ic 1101  
6 Million Light-years 

You know all those galaxies, clusters, and stars we’ve been talking 
about? Well, they’re positively petite. IC 1101 is a supergiant galaxy 1.07 
billion light-years away in the constellation of Serpens (“the serpent” 
in, of course, ancient Greek).

With a diameter of 6 million light-years, IC 1101 is the largest known 
galaxy in existence. Being more than 50 times the size of the Milky Way 
and 2,000 times as massive, if it were in place of our own galaxy, it 
would swallow up the Large Magellanic Cloud, Small Magellanic Cloud, 
Andromeda Galaxy, and Triangulum Galaxy, which is just another way 
of saying it’s a real monster. 
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Artist’s rendition of IC 1101.



local grouP oF galaXies  
10 Million Light-years  

When we call this group of galaxies “local,” we don’t mean run-down-
to-the-corner-for-a-coffee-and-a-donut local. It all depends on your 
perspective, and our perspective is rather large at the moment. The 
Local Group is the group of galaxies that includes our own, the Milky 
Way, and more than 54 others. 

The galaxies of the Local Group cover a 10 million light-year diameter, 
the two most massive of which are the Milky Way and the Andromeda 
galaxies, containing 400 billion and 1 trillion stars, respectively, with 
each having its own system of local satellite galaxies.  
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Andromeda, the largest galaxy in the Local Group of Galaxies.



the local suPercluster  
110 Million Light-years  

In terms of size, we’ve entered the realm of the absurd. The Local 
Supercluster contains the Local Group (plus 100 other galaxy groups 
and clusters) within its diameter of 33 megaparsecs (Mpc, equal to 110 
million light-years). 

All matter out to a distance of at least 50 Mpc, including the Local 
Group, is experiencing movement of 600 km/sec in one direction. While 
astronomers don’t quite understand the reason for this, that certainly 
didn’t stop them from naming it. “The Great Attractor” is a gravity 
anomaly with a concentration of mass equivalent to tens of thousands 
of Milky Ways, and is apparently reeling in an awful lot of matter.  
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Artist’s rendition of the Local Supercluster.



3c 273  
2.5 Billion Light-years  

The scale is so big now we don’t even bother with names anymore. 3C 273 
is a quasar located in the constellation Virgo and is nearly 2.5 billion 
light-years from Earth. It is the brightest quasar in our sky, which might 
explain why it was the first quasar ever to be identified.

Described as an active galactic nucleus, a quasar is a compact region 
with a higher than normal luminosity residing in the center of a massive 
galaxy and surrounding a central supermassive black hole. It is formed 
when the gravitational force of that black hole gathers a huge amount 
of mass into an enormous object. 
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3C 273 as captured by the Hubble Space Telescope’s Advanced Camera for Surveys. 
Image courtesy of NASA, M. Clampin (STScI), H. Ford (JHU), G. Illingworth 
(UCO/Lick Observatory), J. Krist (STScI), D. Ardila (JHU), D. Golimowski (JHU), 
the ACS Science Team, J. Bahcall (IAS), and ESA. 



outer liMit oF the universe  
46.6 Billion Light-years  

If we haven’t blown your mind yet … well … we’re just terribly impressed 
with your mind. We conclude our tour with the outer limit of the universe. 
The visible universe describes what we can see from as far back as the 
time of photon decoupling, while the observable universe includes 
what we can in principle observe of older signals from the Big Bang.

Taking the constant expansion of space into account, scientists estimate 
the distance to the edge of the visible universe at 45.7 billion light-years, 
and to the more theoretical observable universe at 46.6 billion light-years. 
All in all, plenty more to explore we’d say. 
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The Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF)—the deepest image of the universe ever  
taken in visible light. As taken by the Hubble Space Telescope’s NICMOS and 
Advanced Camera for Surveys, the HUDF shows a sampling of the oldest galaxies 
ever seen. Image courtesy of S. Beckwith & the HUDF Working Group (STScI), 
HST, ESA, NASA. 


